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GeometryEditorGeometryEditor

Previously called Previously called GeoSVGGeoSVG
A Dynamic Geometry System to explore A Dynamic Geometry System to explore 
mathematical concepts mathematical concepts 
A WebA Web--based systembased system
•• No software installation requiredNo software installation required

(for developers) A package for building (for developers) A package for building 
more sophisticated Web applications that more sophisticated Web applications that 
need mathematical drawing supportneed mathematical drawing support
•• GeoSiteGeoSite, BBS, DMAD and so on, BBS, DMAD and so on……



Working EnvironmentWorking Environment

Purely based on HTML, SVG, and Purely based on HTML, SVG, and 
javascriptjavascript
Full Features (menu, toolbar, the graphical Full Features (menu, toolbar, the graphical 
area, and interaction between SVG and area, and interaction between SVG and 
HTML) workHTML) work
•• on on FirefoxFirefox on all platformson all platforms
•• on Windows IE with ASVon Windows IE with ASV
•• on Opera (partially tested)on Opera (partially tested)
Only graphical area worksOnly graphical area works
•• on Mac Safari with ASVon Mac Safari with ASV
•• on Netscape on all platforms with ASVon Netscape on all platforms with ASV



What a manipulative looks likeWhat a manipulative looks like

Menu & ToolbarMenu & Toolbar
•• An author needs to customize what An author needs to customize what 

menu items and toolbar buttons to be menu items and toolbar buttons to be 
available to usersavailable to users

Graphical area (canvas)Graphical area (canvas)
•• An author can add objects to the canvasAn author can add objects to the canvas



What a manipulative looks like



Objects you can authorObjects you can author

ImplementedImplemented
•• PointPoint
•• Line/ray/segmentLine/ray/segment
•• CircleCircle
•• PolygonPolygon
•• ScratchScratch
•• Coordinate SystemCoordinate System
•• Function graphFunction graph
•• LocusLocus
•• Plain textPlain text
•• User inputUser input
•• ButtonButton
•• MeasurementMeasurement

To be implementedTo be implemented
•• Vector, regular polygon, arc and conicsVector, regular polygon, arc and conics
•• Slide barSlide bar



Objects you can author



Menu Introduction:Menu Introduction:
Draw MenuDraw Menu

Once a drawing tool in the Draw menu is Once a drawing tool in the Draw menu is 
selected, you can create objects by selected, you can create objects by 
clicking and moving the mouseclicking and moving the mouse
•• Select or move Select or move object(sobject(s))
•• PencilPencil
•• Free PointFree Point
•• Line/Ray/SegmentLine/Ray/Segment
•• Compass CircleCompass Circle
•• MacroMacro



Draw Menu



Draw Menu:Draw Menu:
Macro SupportMacro Support

Grouping several steps as one new toolGrouping several steps as one new tool
Objects involved with a macro are divided into Objects involved with a macro are divided into 
•• GivensGivens

Selected by a user from an object on the canvasSelected by a user from an object on the canvas
Automatically generatedAutomatically generated
Associated with an object on the canvas (to be finished)Associated with an object on the canvas (to be finished)

•• ResultsResults
Descendents of the givensDescendents of the givens

A macro can come from a data string or a URLA macro can come from a data string or a URL
A macro can be saved with a manipulativeA macro can be saved with a manipulative
ExamplesExamples



Menu Introduction:Menu Introduction:
Create MenuCreate Menu

With some objects selected, you can With some objects selected, you can 
define a construction, in which one or define a construction, in which one or 
more new objects will be created. more new objects will be created. 
•• MidPointMidPoint of a segmentof a segment
•• Circle by a center and a segmentCircle by a center and a segment
•• Parallel/Perpendicular lineParallel/Perpendicular line
•• PolygonPolygon
•• Point on a line/circle/canvasPoint on a line/circle/canvas
•• Perpendicular Point (the foot of the altitude, or Perpendicular Point (the foot of the altitude, or 

perpendicular foot)perpendicular foot)
•• Parallelogram PointParallelogram Point



Create Menu



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
Two types of  operationsTwo types of  operations

Select an operation from the menu Select an operation from the menu 
or toolbar, and then begin to draw or toolbar, and then begin to draw 
on the canvason the canvas
Select one or more objects, and then Select one or more objects, and then 
go to the menu or toolbar to apply go to the menu or toolbar to apply 
an operation to it (them)an operation to it (them)
•• Sometimes, the operation may invoke a Sometimes, the operation may invoke a 

dialogdialog



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
Menu and Toolbar Enabling and DisablingMenu and Toolbar Enabling and Disabling

Menu items and toolbar buttons are Menu items and toolbar buttons are 
enabled or disabled automatically enabled or disabled automatically 
based on the objects selected and based on the objects selected and 
the current system statusthe current system status



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
The property dialogThe property dialog

To inspect the relations among objects via To inspect the relations among objects via 
the parents/children relationthe parents/children relation
To see how an object was named and To see how an object was named and 
labeled by the system, or to label it labeled by the system, or to label it 
yourselfyourself
To customize properties of an objectTo customize properties of an object
To check if your construction is correctTo check if your construction is correct
To study how a manipulative was createdTo study how a manipulative was created



Property Dialog – to inspect relations among objects



Property Dialog – to customize properties of an object



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
Naming and labeling of objectsNaming and labeling of objects

NamingNaming
•• The name of an object is used whenever a The name of an object is used whenever a 

description of the object is neededdescription of the object is needed
In the property dialog shown in the previous slideIn the property dialog shown in the previous slide
In an mathematical expressionIn an mathematical expression

•• An object is usually named in this way: An object is usually named in this way: object object 
typetype plus plus object labelobject label

If an object has not been labeled, an object will be If an object has not been labeled, an object will be 
named like named like ““Circle #3Circle #3””, , ““Polygon #2Polygon #2””. The index . The index 
numbers are assigned to objects of the same type in numbers are assigned to objects of the same type in 
their creation ordertheir creation order



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
Naming and labeling of objects (cont.)Naming and labeling of objects (cont.)

LabelingLabeling
•• You can label the object yourself.You can label the object yourself.
•• If an object has not been labeled, when If an object has not been labeled, when 

the object is measured, a label will be the object is measured, a label will be 
automatically assigned.automatically assigned.

For example, labels of circles will be For example, labels of circles will be 
assigned as assigned as c1c1, , c2c2, and so on, and so on



Menu Introduction:Menu Introduction:
Measure MenuMeasure Menu

MeasurementsMeasurements
•• Line length, and slopeLine length, and slope
•• Circle radius, diameter, circumference, Circle radius, diameter, circumference, 

and areaand area
•• Polygon perimeter, and areaPolygon perimeter, and area
•• Distance between a point and a Distance between a point and a 

point/line/circlepoint/line/circle
•• AngleAngle
•• Coordinates, abscissa, and ordinateCoordinates, abscissa, and ordinate



Measure Menu



Menu Introduction:Menu Introduction:
Transform MenuTransform Menu

Possible transformations  Possible transformations  
•• TranslationTranslation

xx--yy direction translationdirection translation
Polar (angle/distance) translationPolar (angle/distance) translation
Vector translationVector translation

•• Rotation around a centerRotation around a center
•• Reflection about a mirrorReflection about a mirror
•• Dilation about a centerDilation about a center
Most of the transformation operations will Most of the transformation operations will 
invoke a dialog, which will invoke the invoke a dialog, which will invoke the 
calculatorcalculator



Transform Menu



Dialogs invoked by dilation



Result after the dilation



Property of the dilated triangle



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
The dynamic calculatorThe dynamic calculator

The dynamic calculator can be used The dynamic calculator can be used 
toto
•• define a functiondefine a function
•• define a calculationdefine a calculation
•• set numeric properties of objectsset numeric properties of objects

Depth of an iterationDepth of an iteration
Coordinates of a pointCoordinates of a point
Unit length of an axisUnit length of an axis
Properties in a transformationProperties in a transformation
Dilation factor of a synchronized copyDilation factor of a synchronized copy



Calculator for defining a function



Calculator for setting the depth of an iteration



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
The dynamic calculator (cont.)The dynamic calculator (cont.)

The calculator can form very meaningful The calculator can form very meaningful 
expression by referring to the names or expression by referring to the names or 
labels of objectslabels of objects
An expression is unit sensitiveAn expression is unit sensitive
•• 9cm+3inches will give you 10.18inches9cm+3inches will give you 10.18inches
•• Distance units: cm/inches/pixelsDistance units: cm/inches/pixels
•• Angle units: radians/degreesAngle units: radians/degrees
By clicking an object on the canvas, an By clicking an object on the canvas, an 
author can insert the object into the author can insert the object into the 
expressionexpression



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
The dynamic calculator (cont.)The dynamic calculator (cont.)

An expression is entered in infix An expression is entered in infix 
format, and it will be parsed and format, and it will be parsed and 
evaluated immediately. Invalid evaluated immediately. Invalid 
expression wonexpression won’’t be allowed.t be allowed.
The expression for a numeric The expression for a numeric 
property of an object can be changed property of an object can be changed 
even after the object is created.even after the object is created.



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
The dynamic calculator (cont.)The dynamic calculator (cont.)

The calculator provides lots of builtThe calculator provides lots of built--in in 
functionsfunctions
•• sinsin,, coscos,, tantan,, absabs,, sqrtsqrt,, loglog,, lnln,, arcsinarcsin,, arccosarccos,,

and and arctanarctan
•• maxmax,, minmin,, avgavg, and , and sumsum of a sequence of of a sequence of 

numbersnumbers
•• sgnsgn,, facfac,, round,round, andand trunctrunc
•• pickpick that is similar to the that is similar to the ““? :? :”” operatoroperator

The calculator can handle The calculator can handle booleanboolean
expressionsexpressions



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
Interaction between the canvas and a dialogInteraction between the canvas and a dialog

Some dialogs expect the user to click Some dialogs expect the user to click 
an object on the canvas as an inputan object on the canvas as an input
•• Calculator as you have seen alreadyCalculator as you have seen already
•• Synchronized copy dialogSynchronized copy dialog
•• Iteration dialogIteration dialog



Menu Introduction:Menu Introduction:
Graph MenuGraph Menu

Coordinate systemCoordinate system
Point plottingPoint plotting
Function definition and plottingFunction definition and plotting



Graph Menu



Graph Menu:Graph Menu:
Coordinate SystemCoordinate System

Usually, you just click OK in the Usually, you just click OK in the 
dialog to create a new coordinate dialog to create a new coordinate 
systemsystem
You can alsoYou can also
•• Configure the unit length of an axis Configure the unit length of an axis 

controlled by another axis in another controlled by another axis in another 
coordinate systemcoordinate system

•• Specify value per unitSpecify value per unit
•• Specify the range of an axisSpecify the range of an axis



A coordinate system



The coordinate system dialog



Menu Introduction:Menu Introduction:
Edit MenuEdit Menu

Undo/Redo/DeleteUndo/Redo/Delete
•• Unlimited undo and redo forUnlimited undo and redo for

Object(sObject(s) creation) creation
Object(sObject(s) deletion) deletion
Object(sObject(s) movement) movement
And some other operationsAnd some other operations

PropertiesProperties
•• Properties of an objectProperties of an object

Redefine ***Redefine ***
PreferencesPreferences
•• Global properties of a manipulativeGlobal properties of a manipulative

Menu Customization/Toolbar CustomizationMenu Customization/Toolbar Customization



Menu Introduction:Menu Introduction:
Edit Menu (cont.)Edit Menu (cont.)

Line style dialogLine style dialog
•• for setting the style of a geometric for setting the style of a geometric 

objectobject
Color paletteColor palette
•• for setting the color of a geometric for setting the color of a geometric 

objectobject
Show/hide Show/hide object(sobject(s))
Set Set object(sobject(s) ) manipulablemanipulable or NOT or NOT 
manipulablemanipulable



Edit Menu



Line Style Dialog and Color Palette



The preferences dialog



Menu Introduction:Menu Introduction:
Objects MenuObjects Menu

Action button controlAction button control
•• Show/HideShow/Hide
•• MovementMovement
•• PresentationPresentation
•• Circulation EventsCirculation Events
•• AnimationAnimation
User input controlUser input control
Text blockText block
Rulers, protractor, and gridsRulers, protractor, and grids



Objects Menu



Menu Introduction:Menu Introduction:
Advanced MenuAdvanced Menu

Advanced constructionsAdvanced constructions
•• CalculationCalculation
•• Synchronized CopySynchronized Copy
•• LocusLocus
•• IterationIteration

They are advanced either becauseThey are advanced either because
•• the mathematics or the logic behind is the mathematics or the logic behind is 

sophisticated, orsophisticated, or
•• the dialog assisting authoring is quite complexthe dialog assisting authoring is quite complex



Advanced Menu



Advanced Menu:Advanced Menu:
CalculationCalculation

CalculationCalculation
The calculator will be invoked to define an The calculator will be invoked to define an 
expression in terms of other calculations, expression in terms of other calculations, 
measurements, and user input controlsmeasurements, and user input controls



Advanced Menu:Advanced Menu:
Synchronized CopySynchronized Copy

Synchronized copy dialogSynchronized copy dialog
•• The mathematical relations among The mathematical relations among 

copied objects are always the same as copied objects are always the same as 
the source objectsthe source objects



One triangle is a synchronized copy of another triangle



The dialog for making a synchronized copy



Advanced Menu:Advanced Menu:
IterationIteration

An iteration rule must be specifiedAn iteration rule must be specified
•• How a preHow a pre--image object is mapped to image object is mapped to 

an image object (Point A mapped to an image object (Point A mapped to 
midmid--point C)point C)

The descendents structure under the The descendents structure under the 
prepre--image object will be duplicated image object will be duplicated 
for the image object (point C takes for the image object (point C takes 
the place of point A, and the whole the place of point A, and the whole 
descendents tree will be generated descendents tree will be generated 
for point C)for point C)



A simple iteration example: point A mapped to mid-point C



The dependency tree of the objects in the previous slide



A complicated iteration example



Advanced Menu:Advanced Menu:
LocusLocus

Mathematically, a locus is a collection of Mathematically, a locus is a collection of 
points which share a property. (points which share a property. (WikipediaWikipedia))
Three componentsThree components
•• DriverDriver
•• Path: that the driver will move alongPath: that the driver will move along
•• Driven: must be a descendent of the driverDriven: must be a descendent of the driver

Visually, a locus is a collection of all the Visually, a locus is a collection of all the 
locations the driven goes through locations the driven goes through 



A simple locus example: C is the mid-point of 
segment AB, and B is on the circle c1. When point 
B moves around c1, the trace of C forms a locus



A locus example: the locus of the center of 
the circle tangent to two circles



Menu Introduction:Menu Introduction:
Statistics MenuStatistics Menu

Basic statistics supportsBasic statistics supports
•• Min/Max, Median, Q1/Q3, and Count of Min/Max, Median, Q1/Q3, and Count of 

a sequence of measurements of user a sequence of measurements of user 
inputsinputs



Statistics Menu



Things you need to know:Things you need to know:
Menu and Toolbar CustomizationMenu and Toolbar Customization

Each menu item functionality can Each menu item functionality can 
also be put on the toolbaralso be put on the toolbar
The menu and toolbar can be The menu and toolbar can be 
customizablecustomizable



Menu Customization Dialog



Status of Status of GeometryEditorGeometryEditor

More features need to be finished, More features need to be finished, 
however,however,
The first trial version can be announced The first trial version can be announced 
once a simple user account management once a simple user account management 
is done on the is done on the GeoSiteGeoSite
A progress tableA progress table
•• http://www.cs.kent.edu/~xlai/geosite/GeometryEditor/doc/20http://www.cs.kent.edu/~xlai/geosite/GeometryEditor/doc/20

07/tasks.html07/tasks.html
•• although it can be understood only by mealthough it can be understood only by me

User manual and training materials User manual and training materials 
neededneeded



Features to be finishedFeatures to be finished

EnvelopsEnvelops
ArcsArcs
ConicsConics
Integration of Integration of MathMLMathML into the calculatorinto the calculator
Dialog showing construction stepsDialog showing construction steps
Dialog showing macro propertiesDialog showing macro properties
Dialog for filtering iterated objectsDialog for filtering iterated objects
Tabulated data for an iterationTabulated data for an iteration
Iterations for multiple mappingsIterations for multiple mappings
Some other small featuresSome other small features



System Composition System Composition 

Graphical core (Graphical core (jsminjsmin--ed)ed)
•• 240KB, 16,000 lines of codes, 110 classes240KB, 16,000 lines of codes, 110 classes
GeometryEditor.jsGeometryEditor.js: a layer between the : a layer between the 
graphical core and a client Web applicationgraphical core and a client Web application
•• 50KB, 2,000 lines of codes50KB, 2,000 lines of codes
Around 30 types of dialogs and their Around 30 types of dialogs and their 
related related JavascriptJavascript filesfiles
Open source libraries used:Open source libraries used:
•• Dynarch.comDynarch.com DHTML menusDHTML menus (50KB integrated (50KB integrated 

into into GeometryEditor.jsGeometryEditor.js))
•• FCKeditorFCKeditor (used in (used in GeoSiteGeoSite))



Thank you!Thank you!


